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President Ken’s Norton in foreground and new club member Frank’s Norton in background. Ken’s bike was on loan to Art and he and Frank
cleaned and rode both bikes to San Gregorio for this lovely photo. Thanks
for the photo, Art!
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NORTON NOTICE:
Published by the Northern California Norton Owner’s Club, its purpose is to inform
and entertain the club members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the readership
who are encouraged to submit articles,
technical tips, photographs (original or
otherwise). The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically to
editor@nortonclub.com. The NCNOC/
Norton Notice Newsletter accepts ads
from qualified business for the purpose of
information for the readership. Acceptance
and publication of ads is in no way meant
to be an endorsement of or a recommendation, for service. The Club does not
accept any responsibility for the qualifications of or reliability of advertisers.

Members in Service:
Web Master:
• Ian Reddy 408-218-1087

•

webmaster@nortonclub.com
Regalia Manager:
• Ken Armann

•

quartermaster@nortonclub.com
Rides Coordinator:
• Alan & Tom

•

Rides-coordinator@nortonclub.com
Highway Clean-Up Coordinators:
• Lorin & Kathryn Guy

•

Loringuy@yahoo.com
Graphic Designer:
• Frederick Fortune

MEMBERSHIP:
The Northern California Norton Owners
Club is open to all British motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership and renewals can
be paid for via our web site and is available for $25 per year. Membership offers a
wide range of benefits including the mailed
Norton Notice, website, Email group, Social activities, Tech sessions and Monthly
rides.

•

Frederick@fortune2.com

Advertising:
Ads are $100.00 per 1/4 page for the year.
Contact the Editor for information and pricing on lager ads.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:

AFFILIATIONS:
The NCNOC is affiliated with both the
Norton Owner’s Club of England (NOC)
http://nortonownersclub.org/ and the
International Norton Owner’s Association
(INOA) http://inoanorton.com/

The Club gratefully acknowledges the work
of Fred Fortune (Fortune2.com) for the designs used in this journal and on the club
web site. Website program is thanks to club
member Ian Reddy.
See us at www.nortonclub.com and join
our IO group for information and club
activities at https://groups.io/g/
NorCalNOC

HONORARY MEMBERS:
Ray Abrams, Robert Bausch, Jerry
Kaplan, Bill Knight, Maya Lai, Brian Slark,
& Dick Slusher
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Membership Application to the Northern California Norton Owner’s Club

Membership cost is $25.00 per year and includes a subscription to the
Norton Notice, a publication which provides an enormous wealth of
information to Norton owners, announces and re-caps of club events.
I hereby apply for Membership in the Northern California Norton Owners
Club (NCNOC)
Name_______________________________________________________
Phone______________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
City_____________________________________________ State______
Zip______________ E-Mail_____________________________________

This is a new ____ renewal ____ application.
Norton(s) owned:
Year _____ Model ________________________
Year _____ Model ________________________
The undersigned applicant certifies that he or she is a legal resident of the US over the age of
18, has a valid motorcycle driver’s license, and will use legally required safety equipment in
connection with club activities. Participant does hereby execute this release, waiver, and indemnification for himself or herself and his or hers, successors, representatives, and as-signs,
and hereby agrees and represents as follows: To release the Northern California Nor-ton Owners Club (the Club) and its officers, agents and members from any and all liability, loss, damage, costs, claims, and/or cause of action, including but not limited to all bodily injuries and
property damage arising out of participation in the club’s activities, it being specifically understood that such activities include the operation and use by applicant and others of motorcycles.
The undersigned further agrees to indemnify the club and its officers, agents, and members
and hold them harmless for the results of the undersigned’s participation in those activities.
This indemnification shall include attorney’s fees incurred in defending any claim or judgment
and incurred in the negotiation of any settlement. It is understood and agreed that the undersigned shall have the opportunity to consent to any settlement; provided, however, that such
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

I have read and agree to the additional terms and conditions set forth on all parts of
this application. Other affiliated clubs and organizations are also represented and
protected by this release.
Applicants Signature and date (required)
___________________________________________________________________

Make your check for $25 payable to:
Northern California Norton Owners Club
Send all applications & inquiries to Treasurer
Alan Goldwater 1780 Chanticleer Ave. Santa Cruz Ca. 95062
You can also join on line at nortonclub.com and use credit card through our pay pal account.
See us at www.nortonclub.com and join our IO group for information and club activities
at https://groups.io/g/NorCalNOC
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This issue:

Classifieds
Do you have something to sell? Want to Buy something?
Contact the Norton Newsletter Editor @ editor@nortonclub.com
(Club or Norton Related Please!)

The Hanford Show & Swap May 14-15 AlanG
Early Friday departure made for an easy trip down to the
fairgrounds in Hanford. We had a "club pass" thanks to
Dave Young and the Russ Brown organization who cosponsored this event's return to a familiar venue. The swap
sellers were plentiful but mostly Harley stuff, and British bike
parts were pretty scarce. We were able to sell what we
brought but for less than hoped. That's how swaps usually
go so no tears shed. While waiting for buyers, we enjoyed
visiting with Andy Mattos, Jim Schmidt, Margie ,and Dave
Crader who wandered by. Our site was just opposite the dirt
race track, and Friday night we were treated (?) to a full
program of sprint car races, with just a peak visible through
the well-secured fence around the track. Saturday afternoon
we drove back on 198 through Coalinga, a lovely Norton
road but slow in a big van. Still, the light traffic made for a
pleasant trip and we were home by dinner time.
Answers/assumptions on photos from page 6-7
1. Jan Barton on his gardengate Manx on Skyline
2. Phil Radford on his 30s ES2 also on Skyline.

•

Tale of Wo by Margie Segal

•

Way back photos of “vintage” club
events

•

Club ride to Davenport in April

•

Centerfold photo!

•

Tech Talk (electrical tips and tricks) by
James Cowdery

•

Travels with Shirly by Don Danmeier

Upcoming Events
June 19th Saturday Mt Umunhum Ride Meet at
Flights in Los Gatos 10 AM We'll have an official
Club meeting at the pavilion near the top parking
lot. A volunteer is needed for chase and to carry
cold drinks for the meeting.

3. start on the Lucas Valley ride in Sausalito. Looks like Don Danmier and
John Padilla.
4. Norton/Indian at the '83 NCNOC Rally at Pinecrest Chalet.

Join our email group for up to date activities, club events and rides!
Use the link below to join the group.

For latest info, please join our email discussion list at https://
groups.io/g/NorCalNOC
18
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traditional Banquet and awards ceremonies. That included a raffle fundraiser, in which Bill won a pair of Commando mufflers and a gift certificate
for something or other; Shirley won a new leather riding jacket. The
award for longest distance ridden to the Rally went to a rider from Iowa,
for 923 miles. We’d done 1,211 without the damn truck, but it didn’t count
because I hadn’t made mention of it during registration.
We packed up and left on Saturday. Bill, Shelia, Dave and the Deans
were heading back to Ohio. We wanted to go south, since there were
folks near the North Carolina border that we wanted to see, and I have
relatives in South Carolina and Kentucky who were also on the list. You
may be wondering whether ordering parts from Phil before we’d left Lexington was a wise idea, but there was a method to my madness. I had
learned back in 1992 that the rear tire of my well-laden Norton will not survive a coast-to-coast-to-coast journey, so I had ordered a spare, to be
delivered to a pal of ours in Tennessee. I could swap rubber in his shop
before heading west, so that’s where my speedo drive unit was being
sent. We headed off on a glorious ride toward North Carolina via routes
60 and 47 - wonderful winding roads through the greenery and the everpresent humidity, the latter being insignificant as long as we we were
moving.

April Club ride to Davenport Roadhouse for
lunch. There were 10
riders that showed up at
Davenport.
Beautiful day, great
food and wonderful live
band playing at the restaurant.
More on the Davenport
ride on pages 8-9.

Chase City, Virginia
Our ride to Phil and Mary’s place on the shore of Lake Gaston was only
165 miles, which was easily made by mid-day. They conveniently had a
boat and a private dock, so waterworks were in the plan for of the afternoon. But not before a pleasant lunch with them, sharing West-coast gossip. There is always plenty to talk about, since they had been clients of
mine before I met Shirley, and she had been working in the same radiology unit as Phil, back in San Francisco. Had they introduced us to each
other? No. That’s a story for another time. Bring along a bottle of wine.
We toyed with irrepressible little Trixie the dog, and eventually took to the
lake. The breeze from speeding around on the water offset the heat and
humidity and before long, Phil had installed Shirley at the helm. Yes, she
was the scourge of Lizard Creek. Look out!
To be continued

4
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restaurant for dinner and spend the evening getting caught up on his life
in retirement. On the way back, we came across a forlorn post-war Lincoln Continental in a vacant lot, with a For Sale sign in its window. We
stopped to give it a once-over and decided that despite its remarkably
original condition, we’d just stick with the old Ford Model A we already
had at home.

The Northern California Norton Owner’s Club

Tale of Wo by Margie

Someone once said that the most expensive motorcycle you can get is the one that is given to you,
free. The same applies to parts that are unbelievably cheap.
In a moment of optimism, I bought a Roadster tank
and side covers, made in India. They showed up,
with the following issues: holes to mount the right
side, side cover in the wrong position (fixed by Kim
Williams, welder extraordinaire, thank you!) substandard paint (I was expecting as much) left side,
side cover only fit after an hour of shoehorning, and
holes in tank for mounts tapped an eighth of an inch
(luckily I had the right tap).

Lexington, Virginia
There was another tech session on Thursday, which was also set aside
for the Norton display at the campground. So, I hosed off the bike for the
occasion and lined it up with the others. I also came across Marie Deebach (of Washington state) that day, with whom I’d shared Norton Electra
trivia during the time I was re-launching two of them that I had rebuilt for
Shirley and one of her daughters. Our bikes are now long gone, but I
think Marie still has hers. Oh, and by the way, this was also the day that
the Norton worked in a speedo failure at 63,620 on the way back to our
hotel.

Shirley and Jim Comstock talk it over.

Friday, the last day of the Rally, I ordered a speedo drive
unit from Phil Radford back in
California, topped up the bike
with gas for departure the next
day, and took it easy swapping
lies with the other guys at the
campground. At one point we
had a pretty fair downpour, so
we huddled under Dean’s popup canopy, next to his motorhome. The Rally closed out
with its

I looked inside and saw some rough grey stuff.
I cleaned it with some acetone, rinsed per instructions from USA made tank liner can and re lined the
tank. Then I had the tank re-painted. Big mistake.
I had not completely removed the grey tank liner applied in India. The new tank liner did not adhere to
the original tank liner and gummed up my carburetors. Cleaning up the mess inside the tank ruined
my beautiful paint job. Having the carburetors
cleaned cost a lot of money. There is still some residual gum in the system, and I am going to have to
do a lot of freeway riding to run enough gas through
the system to clear the remaining gum.
Lesson learned ... until the next bargain shows up...

Continued on page 17
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Continuing with the 50th year anniversary of the club when attending the 2004 Rally in Ohio, and Tim Henderson, (whom
met at
the 2014 Rally
in Oregon),of
andanswers
his partner, Nancy.
ed by David Crader. See if you can guess the person orwe’d
place.
Answers
(estimates
We had a room booked in nearby Lexington and motored over there
on page 18)

before it got too dark. There was a restaurant conveniently located next
door where the gang gathered for dinner. I’m not sure about everything
that was discussed that night, but the phrase “excellent pork chop”
comes to mind. That would have been a Monday. On Tuesday, the
official first day of the Rally, we did register but didn’t do any riding other
than to explore the campground and go to lunch. Basically, we just
spent the day meeting and visiting folks on-site, looking at bikes and
attending one of the daily afternoon tech sessions. These talks were
held in an open-sided pavilion atop a hill on the campground. That day,
we got an informational session on the Norton primary drive and gearbox. Yummy. That locale also gave us a treat in the form of lowaltitude flyovers by Air Force jet jockeys. Tuesday was the day the Club
worked in an ice cream social, a nice touch on a hot and humid day.

#3

Wednesday of Rally week was set aside for a group ride and picnic up
on the Blue Ridge Parkway. Shirley, Norton and I had ridden the length
of the Parkway on our ride home following the 1992 Rally in New Hampshire, but I can’t say that I remembered any of it that day. It did seem
familiar though, with its nice, curvy meander through the forest and occasional lookout spots from the ridgetops along the way. What did
come to mind however was the slightly annoying 45 mph speed limit.
Both the bike and I would much rather have had a bit more time together in fourth gear. We took in another tech session/flyover after returning, this time featuring Norton Isolastics, brakes and electrics. It never
ceases to amaze me just how many people make a living specializing in
the attention to one make (and essentially one model) of an English motorcycle that has been out of production for over 40 years. And these
guys really know their stuff! What a gold mine of information.
We also had a group ride into the historic district of Lexington, ending
with a bit of a mix-up until we found the official parking/display area for
the bikes. Our dear pal Gar Jorgenson rode in on his new Moto Guzzi,
having come from his current home in Wyoming. Shirley and I hadn’t
seen him since he left California some years back, so it was a pleasure
to stroll down to a little

#2

Continued on page 16
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Continuing
with the 50th year anniversary of the club….throwback photos from 1980”s providTRAVELS
WITH SHIRLEY

ed by David Crader. See if you can guess the person or place. Answers (estimates of answers

2017: Part 4

Don Danmeier

Well, the lunch in Chillicothe never happened. The joint we were headed
for was closed – perhaps because of the road detour. So, we rode to
Summersville and a lunch which offset the morning’s clutch cable fiasco.
Dinner that evening capped a beautiful ride that also had a spot of bother.
We Californians sometimes forget just how lush the countryside can be,
and that day’s excursion comes to mind as a good example. Maybe the
green vistas make up for the humidity; it’s hard to have one without the
other. In any event, the ride to Ripley, West Virginia that afternoon provided some mysterious pyrotechnics. We had taken a break at a roadside rest stop. When we prepared to leave, turning on the Norton’s ignition switch caused a sputtering racket and a cloud of smoke from somewhere below where I was sitting. I switched it off immediately and the air
began to clear. Off the bike, I made an examination (we all did) that revealed no clues as to the cause. So, I gingerly turned the key again:
nothing happened. I hit the starter button and was rewarded with the usual Norton rumble. A solo test lap around the parking lot left me with nothing other than a perfectly idling motorcycle and a girlfriend in full leathers
who was itching to get a move on. We did just that, and after arriving at
our motel, went out for dinner at a nearby Mexican place that provided
some cool, welcome margaritas that could only be described as XXL-ent.

#1

After I wheeled the Norton
into the next-door gas station in the morning, it wouldn’t fire up. I was beginning
to wish that I had enough
hair left on my head to
make it worth pulling out.
We traced the fault to a
fried Podtronics regulator
unit, the one we’d installed just a couple of days earlier - which explained
not only the dead battery but also the sparks-and-smoke show. Looking
at the back of the unit after removing it we could see where it had shorted
out against the place where I had mounted it. Weird. Luckily, Bill produced another from his apparently bottomless tank bag. After wiring it in,
we hit the road again to complete a beautiful 256-mile day by arriving at
the Rally site in Buena Vista, Virginia.
Summersville, Ohio

It was too late to register, but never too late to shoot the breeze, so we
got caught up with Dean Oligee, another of Bill’s pals, whom we’d originally met
Continued on page 15
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Comments from various club members regarding the Davenport ride and Lunch at the Roadhouse:

The Northern California Norton Owner’s Club

Continued from page 12
A word on soldering vs crimping. For the highest possible quality joint, you should
use a professional style crimping tool. Soldering makes stranded wire ridged and
creates a stress point and potential for failure where the solder stops. That being
said, I have soldered thousands of joints and never had a problem, plus I love the
smell of hot lead and tin (new solder is all lead free). Heat-shrink tubing comes in
very useful when insulating wires. If forced to join wires together without using a
connector I solder the wires and use heat-shrink tubing to cover the joint. A heat
gun makes the tubing shrink evenly but a hot soldering iron can be used in a
pinch.
Not everyone likes to hear this, but it helps to understand a couple of equations
and know how to apply them
Ohm’s Law: Voltage (Volts) = Current (Amps) x Resistance (Ohms)
For example, a 12V bulb consuming 2A of current has a resistance of 6 Ohms (12
= 6 x 2)
Power Law: Power (Watts) = Voltage (Volts) x Current (Amps)
For example, the above bulb would consume 24W of power (24 = 12 x 2)
Electrical systems can be baffling but actually work in a similar way to mechanical,
fluid or thermal systems. I think the easiest way to understand a motorcycle electrical system is to use the analogy of a water system with a water pump driving various impellers and other components via pipes.
Voltage = Water Pressure

Current = Water Flow rate

Battery = Water Pump

Wire = Smooth pipe

Resistance = Impeller driving a mechanical load

Diode = Non return valve

Zener Diode = Pressure Regulator
quickly one way, then the other.

Alternator = Pump rotating

When troubleshooting an electric circuit, one approach is to measure the voltage
at all points in the circuit by using the DC voltage function of a multimeter with one
probe connected to the ground battery terminal and the other at the point of interest. Points connected by wires or closed switches should be at the same voltage,
like having the same water pressure at two ends of
a pipe. The voltage drop, or difference, across a
component consuming power should normally be
zero when switched off or 12V when switched on.
This approach can be extended to solve any electrical problem.
Next time – Basic Electrical Components

James Cowdery
8
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Electrical Tips and Tricks, Getting Started and
Electrical Concepts
Arguably the biggest cause of failure with old British
bikes is the electrical system. Although poor Joe Lucas
usually gets the blame, some owners are frustrated
when a system comprising of twisted bare wires and
tape somehow lets them down far from home. A fifty (or
more) year old motorcycle is a harsh environment for
electrics with the mechanical shock and vibes requiring
that all connections be clean and tight.

This is the first of a short series of articles on mastering
your bike’s electrons.
When getting started, you will want to have a few things ready to hand and I recommend the following for basic electrical maintenance:

•

An analog or digital multi-meter capable of measuring AC/DC voltage and current (amps) with a continuity test function)

•

A good wire stripper and side cutters

•

Soldering Iron and solder and/or good quality crimping tool. I would recommend
30W or more for the iron with Weller being a reliable brand.

•

Supply of solder or solderless connectors that match crimping tool with matching insulators

•

Heat-shrink tubing and a heat gun

•

Dielectric grease to protect connectors and the frame earth point Dielectric
grease to protect connectors and the frame earth point

Voltage = Water Pressure

Current = Water Flow rate

Battery = Water Pump

Wire = Smooth pipe

Resistance = Impeller driving a mechanical load

Diode = Non return valve

Zener Diode = Pressure Regulator

Alternator = Pump rotating
quickly one way, then the
other.

Continued on page 13
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Yes, I know that I used
#2
this photo twice but its
so cool! From the Editor
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